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U Housing Shortage Greatest Among Married
Survey Concludes 'Definite Need' for More Money

editorial

Burn

Baby
Bur11

r

"If anyone were caught in the

upper floors of the Zimmerman
Library stacks during a fire, he
would be killed." In other words,
one misplaced cigarette could turn
the library into a pile of ashes.
Unplanned construction of the
stacks during the 1930's has led to
"inadequate fire evacuation routes
and facilities. With its ventilation
holes on each floor, the place would
burn like a bessemer converter," said
Norris Maxwell, a librarian.
Unlit staircases in a different place
on each floor of the stacks and a
dumb waiter which provides
excellent drafts to feed flames add to
the hazard. The windows in the
stacks are sealed. Air conditioning
vents act as a floor to floor pipeline
for suffocating smoke. Maxwell said
the "fire alarm system consists of
someone running from floor to floor
yelling 'fire.' "
-Campus Safety Director Walter
Lewis, who is also concerned about
the library's great potential as a fire
hazard, said the stacks have been a
problem since they were built, and
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do not even contain a sprinkler
system. "It seems until recently the
books were considered more valuable
than human life since sprinkler water
damages the volumes more than fire
might."
Unfortunately, Zimmerman
Library is not the only well-used
building which is a fire hazard. The
Placement Center, AFROTC
building, the old fine arts building
and Hod~in Hall are all potential
killers.
It would be nice if The Lobo
could report that much more
progress is being made to alleviate
fire hazards on campus. The city of
Albuquerque does not have
inspection jmisdiction over the
campus, and comes to inspect only
those buildings which they are
specifically asked to inspect. There is
no way to foL'Ce the University to
make fire inspection and safety
changes, and unfortunately little is
being done to take adequate
preventative measures against fire
destruction.

The problem i.s money. The
campus safety office must !ll~ke
specific requests toward bmldmg
improvements. The requests then
often get lost in the committee - to committee - to - committee red tape
processes of the University.
The University, however, cannot
put the safety office on a fixed
budget because it can not allocate
nonexistant funds. University
administrators have made requests to
the legislature for funding of safety
improvements. But, said Lewis, "the
legislature just isn't cooperating. We
have asked for remodeling and
rebuilding funds, but have been
refused."
The University can do little more,
so the main burden now rests on the
legislature. But legislators seem to be
saying "burn, baby, burn," to every
request for funding. It's almost as if
the legislators, through their neglect
in funding fundamental safety
procedures, are wishfully hoping
UNM will be a pile of cinders rather
than a thorn tn tlwir sides:
Barb Morgan
'
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A report on housing in the
University area found students are
paying for "location rather than
quality," said Eddie Benavidez,
coordinator of the ASUNM
Statistics Committee which
compiled the report.
The committee surveyed
housing west and south of the
campus and housing available
on-campus.
Their report is presently under
study by the Campus Planning
Committee.
The survey concluded there is a
"definite need" for more housing
in the University area, particularly
multiple-unit housing and housing
for married students.
"However, we were not able to
determine with accurate, scientific
precision the extent of the
housing shortage," Benavidez said.
The committee also tried to
determine the attitude of
landlords toward student tenants,
and found west of campus the
attitude of landlords is "generally
pretty good," Benavidez said.
"But in some places south of

campus their attitude is the about rental rates and policies.
students have to rent from them
Of 229 units there were only
so they don't have to do anything 18 two-bedroom apartments and
for the students."
no three or four-bedroom
The committee found the apartments. Of the 18
greatest housing shortage is in the two-bedroom places, 11 are in a
area of married student housing. complex where rents range from
UNM provided 20 furnished $220 to $240 a month. Only 34
one-bedroom units for married efficiency apartm~nts were found.
students. Presently there is a
Rents in the area ranged from
waiting list of 43 couples. an average of $80 a month for an
However, there are 5745 married efficiency to an average of $141 a
students on campus, 2339 of month for a two-bedroom place.
whom are undergraduates, the Utilities were included in 16 of
committee reported.
the 21 rental fees. Damage
The survey found rents west of deposits, required by all but one
campus are generally cheaper than complex, averaged $45.
rents south of campus, "however,
Apartments west of campus in
where the word 'plush' was used an area bordered by University on
to describe some complexes in the the east, Central on the south, the
south area, it could hardly be used freeway on the west and Grand on
in th;s (west) area."
the north were surveyed the week
Data on the area south of of Oct. 17.
campus, bordered by Girard on
28 complexes, all but five in
the east, Garfield on the south, the area, were surveyed. These
University on the west, and contained 309 living units-191
Central on the north, was one-bedroom, 83 two·bedroom
collected the week of Oct. 3.
and 35 efficiencies. Rents ranged
21 complexes, all but "one or from an average of $82 a month
two" in the area, were questioned for an efficiency to an averagP of
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ABC Union Branch Bank
Robber Nets $15,500
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In the area west of campus,
information was collected at
random from 15 houses inhabited
by UNM students. The four
one-bedroom houses in the area
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In the south area, 67 houses
were polled at random and
information gathered from the 42
inhabited by UNM students.
Rents ranged om an average of
$75 for a one-bedroom house to
an avera~e of $135 for multiple
bedroom houses.
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The committee also reported
rental rates for houses are
generally cheaper than rental rates
for apartments.
"However, one should not get
the impression renting a house
automatically results in a better
deal," the report cautioned, The
committee plans to explore with
photographs the "real living
conditions."

rented for an average of $79, Lhe
eight two-bedroom houses for an
average of $105, the two
three-bedroom houses for an
average of $85 and one
fo~:~r·bedroom house rented for
$100 per month.
It is impossible to find a set
pattern for multiple-bedroom
houses with regard to rent, the
report concluded,
The committee also surveyed
single housing on campus. There
are 2596 beds on campus, 521 of
which are in fraternities or
sororities and thyother 207 5 in
dormitories, the report stated.
In addition, leases in the
University area are the exception
rather than the rule for
apartments and houses, the report
found.
He said the committee plans
further housing research to
determine rental rates and policies
toward UNM students in other
areas of the city. The committee
also wants to obtain figures on the
number of students living at
home, he added.
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Truth or Falsity
To the Editor:
"
. for while everyone well
knows himself to be fallible, few
~-think it necessary -to take any
--~ .. ~·
precautions against their own
fallibility, or admit the supposition
that any opinion, of which they feel
very certain, may be one of the
examples of error to which they
.. ,,.. ....
~
.,p
{/
acknowledge themselves to be liable.
~~
;"'.;~
-..J.~__,
"We can never be sure that the
.c;..
opinion we are endeavoring to stifle
is a false opinion; and if we were
sure, stifling it would be an evil
still"-J ohn Stuart Mill.
n
With those thoughts in mind, I
believe that it would serve a number
related to Nixon's "plan" for ending
of persons at this University well to
the
war. The raid actually reflects a
consider the fact that they were not
change
of strategy and style in
in a position of "instructor" at the
fighting the war. In the beginning,
discussion held by two
Johnson
used the tactic of sneaking
representatives of the Cambodian
into the war gradually, balancing
intellectual community (Tuesday,
escalation
against, American
Dec. 8).
tolerance. Nixon, and the present
Periodically, the two gentlemen
military planners have developed a
reiterated their tenet of providing
more "hit and run" style and have
information, as they know it to be
found that "temporary actions". are
true, rather than instructing on the
more acceptable.
proper position from which to view
The U.S. invasion of Cambodia
the Cambodian (Indochinese)
was this type of gambit, supposedly
problem.
By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
to hasten withdrawal. In reality, it
One individual, amusingly enough,
When
the
Tay
Son
raiders
landed
was a move to save the Lon N ol
came "fully armed" with a copy of
they
found
that
the
prison
government and it did buy some
the Cambodian communist platform
compound
had
been
converted
to
a
time for the needed military buildup
(as projected by the National
vegetable
garden.
With
today's
in
Cambodia. But now, time is again
Liberation (sic) Front), as if to
photographic
techniques
one
can
tell
running
out. The Cambodian war
inform those gentlemen.
.
a
carrot
from
a
string
bean
at
20,000
goes largely unreported in the
Several others, self-styled
feet
and
it
is
obvious
that
military
American
press and the news is
authorities, voiced· not questions,
intelligence
knew
that
the
prisoners
almost all bad. Like Saigon in 1963,
from which to learn, but, rather,
had
been
moved
and
that
the
site
Phom
Penh is now surrounded by
what they considered to be
the
was
selected
precisely
because
communist forces. Reports say that
"elemental truths," apparently so
camp
was
empty
(see
Dec.
3
Los
highways
are open but trucks move
crystalline that one could not help
Angeles
Times).
out
of
the
capital only after paying
but see them.
If the camp had been full one can "taxes" to the revolutionary
I do not in fact, know of the truth
assume
it would have been guarded. government that controls the rest of
or falsity of the information
provided by those two gentlemen. Even with the element of surprise, the country.
Military planners see only one war
Rather, I do know that there is very · there is an excellent chance that
little that students at this University many, i£ not most, o£ the prisoners and the loss of Cambodia is just as
can tell them about the situation in would have been shot in their cells in unacceptable as the loss of South
the first few minutes of the raid. Vietnam-perhaps even more
their homeland.
I would ask those individuals who What politician would risk such unacceptable. The battle has merely
are so convinced of being in the right p'olitica) disaster? Certainly not shifted and the two week period
to spend more time ·listenin·g and less Nixon. In fact, we can safely say that prior to the POW raid saw an
time playing "Andy Hardy Goes to there will never be a raid on a- full intensification of the war and serious
POW camp.
defeats for the Lon Nol troops.
College (1970)."
'rhe POW raid should be viewed in
The real reason for the raid is
N. Snyder

$100 for a two-bedroom
apartment. Damage deposits,
required by 18 complexes,
averaged $30,

It
this context. The first Cambodian
invasion was temporary and may not
be tried again. However, one can
almost write the scenario for a
similar action against North
Vietnam. It would be announced at
the time that it would be for limited
objectives with a withdrawal
schedule . given at the outset. It
would be a spoiling action to destroy
supplies and free prisoners, guarantee
Vietnamization, and allow further
troop withdrawals. The POW raid
was a demonstration of capability
and intent. It was a warning that a
complete takeover in Cambodia will
not be tolerated. It tells Hanoi that
Nixon and the military are willing to
incur the wtath of liberal Americans
and that the next action will be
directed at Hanoi itself.
Is it a credible threat? Will the
Vietnamese and Cambodians believe
it? My guess is that the move to take
Phom Penh will wait for a time when
Nixon is more vulnerable; perhaps
even a year from now. 'rhe little
clique of multi-nationalist thinkets
and military planners that make the
big decisions will then be faced with
the problem of juggling political
leadership in the eoming elections.
They will then have to weigh the loss
of Southeastern Asia against what is
left of the image of American
democracy. They may even be
forced in to exposing· their real
sttength and risking the loss of the
heretofore bottomless well of
American manpower and treasure.
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Forward, March
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With God (and Ford Motor Company) on our side Jet us march
onward in fulfillment of Manifest Destiny, subduing the heathen
barbarians with the benefits of smog, freeways, mortgages and
conspicuous consumption in the name of Madison Avenue.

The ABC branch bank was
transferred a week ago from the
Union games area in the basement
to its present location in the
northwest corner of the building
where a barbershop was formerly
located.
The FBI said yesterday
"nothing new has developed" in
the investigation of the robbery of
the Union branch of the American
Bank of Commerce (ABC) early
Satmday morning.
The branch was robbed of
$15,500 minutes after a teller
opened the bank Saturday
morning. City police and FBI
investigators said the thief
apparently entered the bank
branch by dropping from a ceiling
duct leading from the Union
bookstore.
The robber left "nothing real
good" in the way of clues, an FBI
investigator said Saturday.
Ms. Corliss Shea, a teller who
transferred to the ABC Union
branch three weeks ago, told
police she opened the bank at 8
a.m. Saturday, leaving the key in
the lock after re-locking the door
behind her.
She then went to hang up her
coat, and when she opened the
restroom door, a man was
standing there. He told her he
didn't want to hurt her, and that
he just wanted the money from

the safe, said Patrolman William
H. Con ley, the investigating
officer.
The teller got the key for the
safe from the teller's cage, and
turned off the silent burglar alarm
system so the alarm company
would not call to confirm the
alarm and scare the man, Shea
told police.
The robber took $15,500 in
different denominations and
stuffed the money into a canvas
bag with no markings. He then
ordered the teller to stay in the
restroom and fled out the front
door, using the key left in the
lock, authorities said.
Shea told police she never saw a
weapon but that the man kept
one hand in his pocket during the
robbery.
Surveillance movie cameras in
the bank were not turned on,
police said. An FBI spokesman
said normally such cameras
operate even when a bank is
closed.
Police said the man could have
stayed in the Union bookstore
after it closed at 5 p.m. Friday,
and crawled 30 feet through a
ceiling duct into the bank.
No fingerprints or other
physical evidence was found at
the scene, and police said they
believed the man was wearing
gloves.

Labor Leader ]ailed on Contempt Charge

s 17,000 Men Requested

~ For ] anuary Induction

By DARRELL GARWOOD
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The first draft call to be issued for 1971
indicated Saturday that the Nixon administration may have difficulty
in making further cuts in military conscription next year.
The Pentagon asked the Selective Service System to provide 17,000
men for induction into the Army during January-the highest sine!! last
April and 4500 more than last January.
The draft call for December was 7000. Christmas season calls
generally are kept low.
The draft calls for 1970 probably will total 163,500. To make cuts
from this figure in 1971, the Pentagon will have to keep the average
monthly call below H,OOO.
Th<' shrinking size of the armed forces, however, may make lower
draft calls possibl(• latPr in 1971. The total strength of the military at
last report was 2,944,70H, compared with 3,3H7 ,000 a year ago.
'rhe dmft calls last yt'ar numbered January, 12,500; Febmary, March
and April, 19,000 t'ach; May, June and July, 15,000 each; Aut~ust,
10 OOO· Noveml>t•r HOOD; m1d December, 7000.
The ~(•ak of uw' draft calls came during tht• Vietnam buildup in 1966when inductions LolallNI 364 1600. Since tht•n the calls have numbered
2Ul,700 in 1967; 2!l0,000 in 196H; and 2H9,000 in.1969.
If the l'att• of dN~lim• in the armt•d forct!S contmues, the manpower
would soon fall bl'low till' authorir.e~ ~trength ~~f ~,900,000 schcdul~d
as of next June ao. But Pentagon offJCmls have md1catcd the forces Will
bt~ pNmiLted to fall to about 2,600,000.

Monday1 December 14, 1970

Cesar Chavez 'Escalates' Boycott
SALINAS, Calif. (UPI)- Fm·m
labor leader Cesar Chavez, under
court order to end a lettuce
boycott or stay in jail, promises
instead to "escalate" his campaign
against grower Bud Antle.
Chavez told hundreds of
Mexican - American field workers
and other supporters who filed
into Monterey County jail during
weekend visiting hours that the
boycott against Antle's lettuce
will be intensified.
He said a meeting between
representatives of his U nitcd Farm
Workers Organizing Committee
(UFWOC), tht) Teamsters Union
and Bud Antle, Inc., was
"fruitless."
The session was arranged by a
mediating committee of three
clergymt•n in an attt'mpt to t'nd
the long union jurisdictional
dispute involving Antlt•, the only
grower in the Salinas Valley who
has had a Teamsters contract
covering his field workers for
several years.

Dozens of other growers are
also targets of a nationwide
lettuce boycott, but they signed
of 1.6 million member California
Labor Federation. He called for
Chavez's immediate release.
"The jailing of Cesar Chavez
will not solve the California farm
labor crisis," Henning said.
Chavez also received dozens of
telegrams of support, including
one from Ms. Martin Luther King
Jr.
"I want you to know how
much I appreciate your fkm
commitment to non-violence, and
your willingness to pay the high
price that such a commitment
exacts despite the seemingly
overwhelming odds against your
current efforts.
"You will ultimatt>ly win for
the workers the rights by which
they were ('lJdowed hy the
creator," the widow of the
assassinated civil rights leader
wrote. "Let me know what I can
do to be helpful to you."

their Teamsters pacts only after
Chavez announced plans to
organize the region. A half dozen
large producers have signed with
UFWOC, an AFL·CIO affiliate.
The mediation committee
chairman, the Rev, Eugene Boyle,
did not indicate whether further
meetings would be held.
Superior Court Judge Gordon
Campbell jailed Chavez, 43, for
contempt on Dec. 4 because the
union leader disobeyed an order
that he publicly end the boycott
against Antle. The judge
sentenced Chavez to 10 days, but
said the labor organi7.er would
stay bt•hind bars un(i! the order
was obeyed.
A state appellate court refused
Friday to fret' Chavez during an
appeal of Campbell's ruling by
union attomPvs.
Among the supportct·s visiting
Chavez during the wet•kcnd was
John Henning, executive secrctat·y

~
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Stanford Grading System Provides Special Incentive
Reprinted from the
Intercollegiate Press Bulletin
PALO ALTO, CALIF.-Starting
this fall, the sole penalty for
failure to complete an
undergraduate course
satisfactorily at Stanford
University will be loss of credit
toward graduation. Following
more than three years of study,
the faculty senate has approved a
comprehensive overhaul of the
university's grading system for
undergraduates.
The only grades recorded will
be "A" for exceptional
performance, "B" for superior
performance, "C" for satisfactory
performance, and "pass" for
non-letter-graded work equivalent
to a "C" or better.
In addition to eliminating "E"
and "F" grades, "plus" and
"minus" designations, grade point
averages, and class grading
"curves," the new system will
provid!l special incentives for
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high school graduates, and more
than four out of five complete
their. baccalaureate work on
schedule, a rate nearly twice the
national average.
"Grades are intended to
provide the student with
feedback, reward, and
motivation," the c.ommittee
noted. "More importantly they
are supposed to inform others of a
student's ability and potential,
thus 'influencing entry into
graduate school and future
employment.
"Practices differ, but it is rare
for a graduate school or
department to rely predominantly
on grade-point averages in the
selection of students. We
therefore see no justification in
clinging to a system which leads
to the computation of deceptively
refined grade-point averages on
the ground that it serves as a
useful device."
As approved by the faculty
senate, the new system will
eliminate "plus" and "minus"
additions to letter grades.
The well known Grade Point
Average (GPA)-sometimes
known to three and four decimal
places by students-will be
eliminated. In its place, a letter
grade indicator (LGI) will be
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students who want to delve
deeply into a particular subject or
are recognized by their instructors
for truly outstanding work.
The charges wet·e ;first proposed
by the three-year Study of
Education at Stanford (SES)
which The New York Times said
"may well be the most basic
attempt to come to grips with
(the problems of) alienated
campuses of any in the nation."
They were reviewed in detail,
modified, and proposed as the
initial part of a broad new Charter
for Undergraduate Education by
the Committee on Undergraduate
Studies (CUS), which has been
studying the grading system and
other academic matters since
September, 1969.
As the SES report on
undergraduate education noted,
during the past 10 years at
Stanford, "There has been a
significant upward shift in the
average grades given
undergraduates. This probably
reflects improvements within the
secondary schools and, more
certainly, the unusually high
caliber of our t...:<dergraduates.
"Almost all those entering
Stanford come from the top two
or three percent of the nation's
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computed for each stu~ent to one
decimal point only, to suggest the
general caliber of a student's
performance. It will be released
only on written request of the
student for use in applications for
scholarships, fellowships, entrance
to graduate and professional
schools, etc.
The ption of taking courses on
a "pass-no credit" basis will be
extended to any course, subject
only to the consent of the
instructor and the department
concerned.
Commenting on this the CUS
report said: "The 'pass' option is
intended to relieve the pressure on
students for achievement in grades
in order to enable them to
concentrate their energies more
effectively on their main courses
of study."

"The 'pass' option in no way
implies less or different course
requirements than those required
of students who elect evaluation
of their work in a given course in
term of the standard grading
structure."
Students also will be permitted
to drop a course at any time up to
24 hours prior to the final
examination, with concurrent loss
of credit. To remain eligible to
continue studying at Stanford, a
student must complete at least 36
of the 180 units required for
graduation by the end of his first
year, 72 by the end of his second
year, and 108 by the end of his
third year.
Students may deviate from this
schedule only with the written
approval of both his adviser and
the dean of undergraduate studies.

'Las Posadas' Festivities
Slated for Dec. 15-23
"Las Posadas" are being
organized for December 15·23 by
UNM Chicano students and the
Chicano community in
conjunction with Los Padres, an
organization of Chicano priests.
A Posada is a traditional
Christmas festivity, lasting nine
days, which depicts the seeking of
shelter by Joseph and Mary on
their way to Bethelehem to give
birth to the Holy Child. During
each of the nine days, a statue of
Joseph and Mary is carried into a

different church by designated
people from the various
communities, followed by others
bearing "faroles" (lanterns) and
"velas" (candles).
Scheduled to begin at 7:30
p.m. the first of these Posadas will
be held at Santo Nino Church in
Tijeras Canyon. Successive
Posadas will be held at
Martineztown, the San Jose
Church, Armijo Parish Hall or
Holy Family Parish Hall in
Atrisco, Sacred Heart Church, Los
Duranes, Our Lady of Guadalupe
Parish Hall and Nativity of the
Blessed Virgin Mary Parish Hall in
Alameda.
llll!lil!li!DIIIm:mmnmm:Jm:mmurrnn:i'iiliiii'IIEm:::m;;mmm:m!JI'Ili:uJii!:l
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Monday, Dec. 14
Law School; Union, room 230;
12:30 p.m.
Collt'ge of Nursing• Union, room,
253; 1 p.m.
La Societe du Cinema; Union
'fhcalcr; 3:30, 7, 9 P.m.
Panh(lllenic Council: Union, room
230; 4 p.m.
ASUNM Senate Steering; Union,
room 250-A; 7 p.m.
3HO; Union, room 250B-C; 7 p.m.
Chi Alpha; Union, room 23l·B
I.ambda Chi Alpha, Union, room
250·0; 9 p.m.
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For your eyes' sake, see
your doctor. For appearance,
comfort and vision,
choose fashion-wise BRxQuality eyewear.

If·', !•MAHT TO rHL VON

This year why not invite your
overseas friends over here?
Too expensive for them?
Maybe not, this year.
Because, this year, there are
made-to-order bargains to lure
them here. Bargains in transocean sea fares, and air fares,
just-for-them. And reduced bus,
rail, and air rates, once they
arrive.
And lots more. But some of
them may not be available next
.J.~!His-,

.•~o
~
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Page 2

advertising contr~butecl for the public gOod
•

year. And many of them must
be arranged before your friends
leave the other side.
So write to them. Tell them
to talk to their travel agent or
overseas carrier. (That way,
they can get all the details.).
Then add one more thing.
Tell them America is not so big
and bustling that no one will
have time for them-and you'll

be around to show them the
ropes when they arrive.
Now sit back and wait. With
any luck, you may soon be
showing them America as you
see it But better be prepared
for one surprise.
You may soon also be seeing
America as they see it-rediscovering it through their wide
and startled eyes.
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Unique Program Teaches English
60 U Employes Engaged in Study
By AARON HOWARD
A unique training program for

teaching University employes
English reading and writing skills
uses no grades, no classroom
structure and one teach('r per
student..
The Tutorial Training Program
teaches four levels of English
proficicncy to about 60
University employes from the
night custodians and a crew of
groundsket>pers.
Originally conceived as a
training prO!,'ram to continue the
University's policy of "promotion
from within," the pilot project
teaches English in weekly
two-hour classes that m('et each
Wednesday during the workday.
One group of workers who can
hardly speak English are lcaming
language fundamentals. The
largest of the groups, numbering
about :JO, is a basic education
group fot· those pl.'oplc> who have
droppl'd out of high school. A
General Education Diploma
(GgD) program of about 15
em pI o yes is com pI eting
requirements for a high school
diploma and anothl'r small group
is a collt•g(• prep, or coll(•gc
tutorial, study gl'Oup.
"If you want peoplc lo movl'
up, somewhere along the lin<>
you've got to prepare them," says
program coordinator Ruth
Anderson, director of persot1nel
training.
' 'We are 1i vi n g in a
reading-oriented society and the
adult who cannot read is lost in
that society."
Anderson said when program
organizl•rs met with workers in
September to plan a curriculum,
they found basic reading and
writing was n!'eded before skills
could be taught.
"You've got to be able to read
a manual to leani a skill," she
said. "If we arc going to continue
to promote worJ(ers from within
themown
for the
skills
need.
our
ranks
we they
mustwill
prepare
R!'ading and writing, for many of
our employes, is the most basic
ne<>d."
Joe Sackett, tutor coordinator,
explained
concept as
of the
"im10vative theclassroom"
the
most effective way to teach adults
who have not known much
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beginning teachers. They receive
no pay for then: efforts and a
number of the tutors do not even
receive credits for their work.
"We've got some very bright
students in the program as
tutors," said Anderson. "They are
flexible and open to innovation."
The pupil dropout rate is
reported to be less than eight
percent and class attendance is
high. Employes in the course
range in age from the early
twenties to the seventies and
include former sheepherders,
cattle ranchers, farmers, an
immigrant from Poland who
speaks five languages and the
uncle of a Hawaiian legislator.
"These men are hungry for
education," said Sackett. "Every
man's goal is different but they all
realize that education, for them,
means better jobs and more
opportunities."
Although it is too early to
evalu.tte the program, Sackett said
there is constant evaluation of
what thP program is doing from
tlu• Physical Plant workers.

Work Situation

SANDWICHSHOP

Mon.-Sat.
A.M.-3 A.M.
11 A.M.-1 A.M.

842-6736
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success in the classroom
environment.
"In a sense there is no
classroom," said Sackett. "Your
class is wherever you happen to be
sitting or standing with your
teacher."
With a one to one studentteacher ratio, the tutor gets to
know his student intimately and
then organizes lhe material to suit
the nel.'ds and desires of the
individual student.
One tutor, in order to get his
student to verbalize about his
work situation, went to his
student's job and drew a series of
drawings about common work
occurrances and asked the pupil
to explain what was happening.
"We are trying to work with
what the students need,"
Anderson said. "For one person,
he might build up his vocabulary
by reading the sports pages. For
another one, it might be an auto
mc;chanics book. WI.' use whatever
it takes to get concepts across," ·
One of the biggest problems in
organizing the class has becn the
lack of adult material for remedial
readt•rs that is not culturally
biast'd.
Anderson demonstrated a series
that "Reader's Digest.,. puts out
for adults who read on the third
grade leveL Although the cover is
adult, the tt>xt reads lik<> a "Dick
and Jane" primer. Another text
featured a Chicano family in a
simplistic, stereotyped format.
"How do you hold interest, not
insult intelligence and teach
improvement of reading with the
kinds of adult reading material
available?" asks Anderson.
To solve this problem, many of
the tutors prepare their own
materials and go ·to a workshop
every Monday to develop reading
inventories, effective materials
and techniques.
Almost all of the tutors come
from the Graduat(' College of

Photos by Craig Davil;

Instruction in the Tutorial
Training program combines
individual study and class work.
Jane Nelson, above, talks on a
one· to- one basis with Procopio
J. Garcia. Class members left,
discuss workday events.
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Experimental System Failing

Swedish Educators

•

Ill

Reprinted from the Swedish
Formerly, students were
Student Observer
permitted to choose any mix of
Reforming Swedish educators subjects they wished as long as a
succeeded in putting themselves in
minimum number of points were
a progressive dilemma.
accumulated in their two major
In Stockholm, conservative and
subjects. But between 1962 and
ultra-radical students, generally at 1968 Swedish emollments tripled
odds over many issues, are in and the increase proved a need for
agreement that a year-old more efficient use of funds by the
university reform, designed to education authorities. To remedy
speed students through school, is the waste, a reform, originally
not working. Their case is that called UKAS, was introduced. The
come next spring the new system then Minister of Education, later
may produce student failures far Prime Minister, Olof Palme
in access of figures anticipated by proposed modifications which
the planners.
somewhat lessened UKAS
The reform came as an effort to restrictions. Thus UKAS became
reduce the number of students Palme's UKAS" or PUKAS and
who attended college with no 'went into effect in the fall of
particular plan of study in mind. 1969.
Swedish education authorities
suspected the stiffer restrictions
would result in about 20 percent
Christmas Special
failures on examinations. The
estimation however, was far too
New Tape Deck
conservative.
Half the math students at the
Mini 8 $69.95
Universities of Lund, Orebro and
Speakers, installation, and
Umea, as reported by the Swedish

five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy !
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KIND OF
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A

Burdon/War Prove Good Sound

Dilemma

Student Observer, were in danger
of failing their courses.
The language students were
particularly hard hit at all three
universities with Lund reporting
58 percent of the students
enrolled in English were failing
and as much as 50 percent were
failing German.
A . state committee appointed
by the Chancellor of Universities
was set up to investigate the goals
and teaching methods used at
each school. The committee
found it "inconsistent to create a
very uniform educational system
at the Departments of Liberal
Arts and Sciences when at the
same time the recruiting of
students is being broadened ... "
It suggested that the required
education plan be more flexible
thanPUKAS.
During November, the "failure
of PUKAS" was a major issue in
student elections at the
universities, however, the
Chancellor of the Universities,
based on his own investigation,
found the situation only
"unsatisfactory." He made no
drastic measures but noted the
Educational Committees, made of
students and faculty members,
will consider which students have
enough credits to continue their
studies. Final decisions are in the
hands of the Chancellor and then
the Ministry of Education.
A possible source of comfort to
the concerned PUKAS student is
that the Educational Committees
have declared they will be
generous in their judgements.
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"Tickles," a 14-foot, 80-pound
reticulated python offers her
owner, Don Alford a couple of
handling problems. Tickles came
to UNM when Alford, a freshman
in biology, decided to enroll at
the University. She now lives in
the basement of the biology
building, thanks to the
cooperation of UNM
herpetologist, William
Degenhardt.

Ticklish Situation

SPECIAL
TIME
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1820 Cenlrol SE 242-5533

2312 Central SE •

Opposite Popejoy Hall

Burdon/War

I

Senate Steering to Hear
2 Flea Market Prop_osals

Campus Briefs
Praise

The Campus Ministries will
sponsor a Christians celebration
with the theme "praise in Our
Time or Enter at Your Own
Risk", Wednesday, Dec. 16 from
7:30-10 p.m. at the Newman
Center.

Senate Steering Committee
tonight will hear two different
proposals to establish a flea
market for students to sell items.
Earlier in the evening, Senate
Finance Committee will hear a bill
to give $700 to the Student Aids
Office to set up an ASUNM
student loan fund.
The two flea market proposals,
introduced by Senators David
Rigsby and David Loy, differ in
who would control the flea
market and where money earned
would go. Under Rigsby's
proposal the flea market would be

sponsored by the Union Board
and overseen by the Union
director. Money earned would go
to a fund to repaint the Union.
Under Loy's proposal, the market
would be controlled by ASUNM.
The first $150 above maintenance
costs would be used toward
purchasing a color television for
the Union. All funds over that
expenditure would go to the
ASUNM general fund.
In addition to the flea market
proposals, steering will also
consider proposals to investigate
future homecoming activities, to
support removal of out - of·
state- tuition for foreign students,
to
investigate alleged
discrimination in women's dorms
and to establish a Senate
' ( newsletter.
Finance, in addition to the
' student loan fund proposal, will
hear a bill asking for $495 to
establish a Student Placement
Union in conjunction with the
Placement Center.
Steering will meet at 7 p.m. in
Union room 250·A. Finance will
meet at 5:30 p.m. The place will
be posted in the ASUNM office.

In their last concert before
leaving for a tour in Europe, Eric
Burdon and War performed before
a rather small crowd Friday night
at the Civic Auditorium. Burdon,
who plans to leave War once the
group is well-established, had such
hits as "Sky Pilot" and "House of
the Rising Sun" when he was with
the Animals.

Modeling Competition
Five winners of the Young
America Modeling Competition
will receive all-expense paid trips
to Europe January 7-15 to
photograph fashions for Young
America's spring catalog. All
coeds 17-22 years old may
compete, and no modeling
expl'riencc is necessary. Entry
forms may be obtained from
Marsha Lee at 2•13-6113. Entry
deadline is Dl'c. 15.

I

Peter Starr in the circulation
department or the Readers'
Services librarian, room 149.

SEA
Students for Environmental
Action will have a work meeting
at 7:30 p.m., Dec. 15 at the
Ecology Information Center,
1417 Central NE. All those who
signed up to man the office are to
begin doing so Dec. 21.

Presidential Appointments
Senate Presidential
Appointments Committee will
meet Tuesday at .1 p.m. in the
ASUNM office. Persons who have
turned in applications for
committees may sign up for an
interview at the ASUNM office
today.

The Eric Burdon and War/Jam
Factory concert filled the Civic
Auditorium ... on the floor. Plus
a very few people in the balcony.
So the musicians didn't make
what they should have, and the
promoters probably took a
shower if not a bath; but the most
unfortunate result was that a lot
of people missed out on some
great music.
Why? Probably because not
many people dig Eric Burdon.
Admittedly, he hasn't done much
worth anything for several years,
and most people are unaware
what a gas the Burdon/War
combination, a recent one, is.
Anyone 18 today wasn't even a
teenager when . he and the
(Original) Animals were playing
great blues. And who has even
heard of Jam Factory?
Well, if there's any justice, a lot
of people will be hearing of them
because they are good, good,
good. I really can't decide who
put on the better show.
Burdon/War's music was superior,
but Jam Factory is six excellent
musicians whose talent lies in
total communication.
He and the black organist I
singer were the dynamic part of
the group; all played superbly, for
the most part. The guitar player
with hair down to his navel
looked somehow out of place, but
misically he fit in perfectly; not in
the least showy, just a serious and
excellent musician whose work
held it all together. The sound
system, for both groups, was for a
change rather low in volume and
balanced perfectly. No one
instrument overpowered any of
the others.
In
the middle of a
bottom-heavy set Jam Factory
came on with incredible space
music, a Genesis kind of number
with a spiritual brotherhood
message conveyed by a beautiful
combination of music and lyrics. I
wish I had seen Miles Davis or
Pink Floyd in concert so I would
have something to compare it
with; it was a total buzz.
I found myself keeping my eyes
closed during most of War's set.
They are very cool musicians;
precise and polished, but with
little emotion. After Jam
Factory's enthusiasm, War was
best appreciated aurally only,
although Burdon was pretty
animated and the huge
dashiki"clad congo player was a
vision with his fat, graceful
weaving arms.

Carre] Applications

Cam~! applications for graduate
students and faculty members will
bt' received at the Zimmerman
Library circulation dt'partment
beginning Monday, Dec. 14. If
applications are not filed by Jan.
15, carrels will be assigned to
another student. Questions
concerning carrels should be
dit·ected to Geraldine Jacobson or

"Tis a far better thing to give."
Start something new with
a gift fron the 1'rend Shop.

otympta
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Hours Best Suited To YOUR SCHEDULE
Ann and Pam have done it again!
For your convenience and by request
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
is now INDIVIDUALIZED
Call for a free Mini-Lesson
265-6761

4110 Edith N.E.
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•
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Rapid Reading-Study Techniques-Math
Prepare now for FINALS
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Burdon: screaming yet turning
gentle, telling stories, thruHting hili
inner self upon you with no
qualms, often in the background
but always in control. 'l'hcre wali
one point where he drew his
words out, with longer and longer
pauses between them, the
instruments dropping out one by
one and leaving him alone casting
a spell with just the quiet power
of his words-it was an
indescribable flash of genius
which no one can adequately
verbalize but which everyone
there will never forget, Anyone
who witnessed it and who can still
say Burdon has no talent is a
hopele~s case.
It was the best show
Albuquerque has seen in a long,
long time.
Charles Andrews

Loan Deadline
The deadline for the New
Mexico student loan program has
been extended to Monday, Dec.
14. Applications can be picked up
in the Student Aids Office, and
must be turned in by 5 p.m. on
the 14.

e·

A1bq, Chapter #50
P,O, Box 14144
A1bq. N.M, 87111

The only other white musician
on stage was the harp player, and
he almost showed everyone up,
He blew a delicious solo that
reaffirmed my belief that "'l'he
Black-Man's Burdon" album
would be much improved if they
had let him go on it; he shines
through only three or four times.
The soloist who got the best
reaction, though, was the congo
player. His physical size allowed
him to pound louder and faster
than anyone I've ever seen but he
wasn ' t much of a force ' in the
total music. Nor was the
drummer, who hit some great
combinations with the congas on
the album. The guitar, bass and
organ playing were restrained,
many times too much so. The
man who came through the most
was Charles Miller, on flute and
electric sax. All are such fine
musicians that they leave you
wishing they'd let go more, but
then I suppose it would be a
different type of music. War is
intricate and low key rhythms, a
welcome change.
And Eric Burdon . . . was Eric

344-4172 Owner & chef John E.
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Athans

Come by. See what we
have before the last minute
rush begins. We're conveniently
located, of course, just downstairs in the Union.
We honor yourMasfer Charge
and BankAmericard accounts.
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Lobo Picks
December 14
New Mexico at Texas Tech
Brigham Young at Seattle
December 15
Eastern NM at UTEP
December 16
Denver at BYU

• • •

Michael Blake
and
Don Burge
(31·9)
NM1
BYU3

Roger
Ruvolo
(30·10)
NM2
Seattle 4

Paul
Fleck
(26·14)
NM2
BYU6

Andy
Garmezy
(23·1 7)
NM3
BYU9

UTEP 4

UTEP 10

UTEP 18

UTEP 17

BYU 8

BYU10

BYU 10

BYU2

NM8
Ariz. 11
Den. 5

NM 10
Ariz. 6
Wyo.1

NM 13
Ariz. 9
Wyo. 2

NM 5
Adz. 9
Den. 10

ASU 13
USU6

ASU6
BYU4

ASU4

usu 5

Loy 2
USU7

NM 12
Ariz. 18
sc 3
csu 7

NCB

NM2
Ariz. 6
BYU6
csu 2
NC4

NMl4
Ariz, 9
SC3
csu 7
Utah 6

NM 3
Ariz. 18
BYUS
Den. 1
NC 3

BYU3

BYUS

BYUS

BYU3

csu 12

csu 10

CSU12

CSUll

csu 15

csu 10

csu 12

csu 9

FSU 5

FSU4

FSU 7

FSU9

NM7
ASU9
csu 20
UTEP 12
Iowa 18

NM2
ASU4
CSU14
UTEP 8
Iowa 8

NM1
ASU 16
csu 11
UTEP 7
Iowa 16

NMG
DePauw 8
csu 1
UTEP 3
Iowa 6

December 18
Michigan State at UNM
San J osc St. at Ari?..
Wyoming at Denver
December 19
Loyola (Chi.) l\t ASU
Utah State at BYU
December 22
New Mexico State at UNM
Ariz, at No. Ariz,
BYU at Santa Clara
CSU at Denver
No. Car. at Utah
December 23
BYU at St. Mary's
December 29
CSU at North Texas
December 30
CSU at West Texas
December 31
Ariz. at Florida St
January 2
UNM at New Mexico St.
DePauw at Ariz. State
Los Angeles St. at CSU
SW Louisiana at UTEP
Wyoming at Iowa

rc:~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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PRAISE IN OUR TIME
or

~

Enter at Your Own Risk
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~ Christmas Celebration
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Pictures have been taken of
acorn worms 14,000 feet below
the ocean's surface, under great
pressure and near freezing
temperatures, by ultra-sonic beam
photography.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS:
1/3 off
J'eather
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all

goods

discount on

-~~
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TWO LOCATIONS:
51 B CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Year> Old
Proof of Age Required

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

UNM collected first place in the
floor exercises and long horse, and
second place finishes in the
horizontal bar, floor exercises and
side horse. Iowa State collected
two more medals than the Lobos,
capturing one more first and
picking up three third places to
offset the Lobos edge in second
place. The third place points
helped give the Cyelones a 6.15
edge over the Lol>os.
The Lobos managed to win
only one event from Iowa State in
the meet. UNM finished .05
points ahead of JSU in floor
exercises as Stormy Eaton and
Dana Shelley scored 9.5 and 9.25
respectively for first and second
place.
In the horizontal bars and side
horse the Lobos took second
behind Iowa State.
ISU's Brct Simmons, a memb!'r
of the World Games Team, edged
John Aitken in the horizontal bars
by .1 as he scored 9.4 to Aitken's
9.825. In the side horse UNM's
Fred Cardenas madt• his l>t>st
showing of the y!'ar scoring a 9.2
to finish in second plac!'.
The Lobos added another first
place in the long horse as Dana
Shelley scored a 9.1 to edge Iowa
Statt>'s Mason Buck. In the
all-around category ISU
dominated the top two notches
with UNM's Dave Repp ending up
in third place.
The closest WAC school Lo
UNM was Arizona State in fourth
place and CSU in eighth. Mitchell
said that the showing t!H•se
schools made at the meet will not
give the Lobos the competition
they'll need to compete for a
NCAA title. "The WAC is
hu.rting," remarked Mitchell, "you
don't improve without good
competition that is why we're
doing a lot of traveling to the . ·
Midwest and out to the West
Coast."
After the Christmas holidays
the Lobos will host the University
of Denv~r on Jan. 16. DU placed
ninth in the Rocky Mountain
Open.
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Hcnry's-191 6 Central SE
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SaiersMled 'Pups
Beat Air Force
In OT Thriller

' I

abo.ve warning must be placed on all
cigarettes manufactured for sale
in the United States on or after
November 1, 1970.

£:,.,;

Jam Up

i

EAT
the raiders

By ANDY GARMEZY
It was a long afternoon for the·
Southern Utah wrestling team
Saturday, An afternoon they
would like to forget:
The Thunderbirds came to
Albuquerque with their wings
intacted and left with broken
wings and very little feathers as
they came out on the very short
end of a 37·3 score.
The Lobo grapplers opened
their home season before a small
but vocal crowd who got all they
screamed for and more. Out of
the 12 weight classes the Lobos
won 11, five of those by pins and
the majority of the others by
scores that resembled high scoring
baseball games.
UNM won the first three weight
classes, two by decisions and one
by a pin. Dave Vaughn opened the
match by doing everything but
pinning his opponent on the way
to a 20·0 score in the 118-pound
class. After building up a 10·0
lead, Roy. Devore at 126 pounds,
decided not to emulate Vaughn's
match and pinned his man to give
the Lobos an 8·0 lead over SU,
Dave Romero in the 134·pound
division widened the Lobo lead to
11·0 with a 12·5 decision over his
opponent.
Bob Kelley at 142 pounds has
the dubious distinction of being
the only Lobo to lose, After
trading off leads throughout the
first and second period Ladd
Holman of SU captured the only
win for his team by decisioning

----------------------~-Photos

After the Lobos

Nl~W MBXIGO LOBO

Gabe Nava dumped in three
clutch free throws and John
Monte added two more and a
basket to give the UNM freshman
basketball team an 89·84 win over
the scrappy Air Force frosh
Saturday night.
The game was tied 41·41 at
intermission, but the Wolfpups
commanded a slight lead late in
the second half before a successful
free throw by Air Force's Glenn
Chinn on a technical foul against
Lobo frosh coach Dave Culver
sent the game into overtime with
the scote tied 81·81.
Pup Mark Saiers led all scorers
with 21 points while pulling down
18 boards. Nava added 18,
including the go-ahead points in
the overtime period. Other 'Pups
in the double figures were John
Fifield with 10, 7-8 center Paul
Kruse with 11, Bob Watkins with
15.
.
Air Force was led by Dave
Sams with 20 points, while Chinn
pumped in 15. It was the first
defeat of the season for the AF A
frosh five, while the win brought
the Wolfpups to an even 2·2 after
a slow start.
Kruse fouled out in the second
half while Saicrs played into the
overtime befol'e being dismissed
from the game with five fouls.
Sams was the only one to foul out
for the AFA, yet there were 45
pet•sonal fouls in the contest. The
'Pups five mot·e free throws told
the winning tale.
Monday, December 14, 1970
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ranks. The Bears are now 3·1.
The Bears shot a miserable 27
percent from the floor in the
game while the Lobos hit a
respectable 43 percent. No other
Lobos hit double figures besides
Long and Johnson, but the
scoring was distributed evenly
with Howard Little and Mike
Faulkner at nine apiece and Petie
Gibson with eight. Gibson and
Little again racked up the assists
with nine each.
The . low scoring contest
disappointed the crowd of
14,046, who saw the Lobos start
out on the 100-point pace with 24
before the first quarter elapsed.

But the 'Pack hit some cold
streaks and the crowd will have to
wait for the upcoming Lobo
Invitational to watch their team in
action again .
The Wolfpack flew to Lubbock,
Tex. yesterday and will put their
winning streak on the line tonight
against Texas Tech, the preseason
favorite to win the Southwestern
Conference, Tech is presently 3·2,
but 2·0 in home play. The Lobos
beat the Red Raiders last year,
87·65, but have nine letterman
back including Gene Knolle, a
unanimous All·SWC selection last
year with a 20.9 scoring average.

Grapplers Win, 37-3

I

Seymour Rifkind Quits
Lobo Gymnast Squad;
Team Loses to ISU
The UNM gymnastics team
suffered two setbacks last week.
One was expected the other was
not.
The expected setback was a
second place finish in the Rocky
Mountain Open Gymnastics
Championships at Iowa State
University. The unexpected
setback was the loss of All WAC
performer in the rings and parallel
bars Seymour Rifkind who will he
leaving UNM after this semester
because of personal problems.
Rifkind who is recovering from
a shoulder injury, has not
completed in a meet for the
Lobos this year. His absence from
competition in the Rocky
Mountain Open was the reason
gymnastics coach Rusty Mitchell
expected to finish in second place.
Despite the loss of Rifkind,
Mitchell does not think it will
affect the team in the long run.
''Instead of being able to expect a
9.0 or better in the rings and
parallel bars we'll be getting
around an 8.5 for awhile,"
Mitchell said. "Once we gain some
experience there the loss won't
affect us."
At the Rocky Mountain Open
the rings and parallel bars did
affect the outcome.
The Lobos failed to send
anyone into the finals in those .
events as they finished in second
place with 156.15 points to Iowa
State's 162.30 on the six-event
meet.

John Johnson continued his
sharp shooting from the outside
and poured in 12 points in the
first half. Johnson finished with
.17, second only to reliable Willie
Long, who hit the 20 point
plateau for the fifth time in six
games.
The Lobo defense held the
Bear's leading scorer, 6·8 Jerry
Green, to 12 points, which was
high for the team,
The Lobos did. not play their
best and Coach Bob King voiced
his displeasure with the squad's
sloppiness. But the Lobos played
as well as necessary to drop the
smaller NC from the unbeaten

t

Seymour Rifkind

Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film •
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Public Health Service

!
I

The Lobos kept previously
unbeaten Northern Colorado
below the 50-point mark, a
defensive milestone, enroute to
winning their sixth straight
without a loss Saturday night,
72-45,
The Bear's minute point total
was the least amount of points
scored by a Lobo opponent since
the 'Pack defeated Hawaii, 72-41,
back in 1965.
The Lobos again took the lead
right from the beginning (the
team has not been behind in a
game for three straight) and burst
to a 11·5 bulge before four
minutes had clicked off.

i

Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-lobby Book

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Wolfpack Faces Tougher Foe at Texas Tonight

!

518 Cenlral S.W.

- Warning: The Surgeon· General Has Determined That
Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.

I

by KJ.

na·;;;.:

6·8 Mike Stewart impedes the
progress of Northern Colorado's
Joe Donahue and bats the ball out
of his hands near the free throw
line. Mike Faulkner (32) and Petie
Gibson position themselves for
tl1e play.
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•Cross
Country Skis
•Down Ski
Jackets

2041 :;. Plaza

J7l dislinclive slwp

•Down Ski
, Mittens

/ealuring
ftne crystal,
anlicfue sanlos
1·clabfos1

&

•Warm-U!)
"'Pants

Courteous service with
a, complete line of mountaineering gear.
1406 Eubank NE
298-4296

(We Take Custom Orders)

Just in Time for Christmas!
Vests-10.95
Purscs-4.50
Hats-4.99
Uelts-3.00
Jackcts-30.00
Complete Outllts-29.95

-· ~·--·"--- c--~--•

Willie Long Scores
Lobo fillers are easier to read
than they are to write, contrary to
!)Opular editorial opinion.

~

kopy korner

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates fo; dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
247·4406
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mi,.i·

WHERE: Journalism Building, Roan>
mum ($1.40) per time run. ll nd is to
205, nft-<'rnoons prl!l~rably or mail.
run five or m~c consecutive dnya with
no changes the rate is reduced to Gr
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number o(
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in !ull prior to insertion or advertisement~

•ALP SPORT
•Climbing&
camping
equipment
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MOUNTAIN
CHALET
•NORTH
FACE

brass
woods.
In Historic
Old Town

Kelley 6·3. That brought the score
to 11-3 which was the closest the
Thunderbirds came to the Lobos
all afternoon.
In the 150, 158 and the
167·pound classes the Lobos
added 13 points to bring the score
to 24·3. Bill Dealy chipped in
three by outpointing his opponent
8·4, while Marvin Jones toyed
with his opponent for a period
before letting him see the lights
for the one-second count. Fred
Paynter at 167 followed Jones by
pinning his opponent.
The Lobo grapplers ended the
meet by racking up another 13
points. Dave Jasko wrestling a
177 -pounds deeisioned his man
4·0 to set the stage for Captain
Dave Van Meveren at 190 and
Mike Sanchez who was wrestling
for the injured Butch Peterson at
heavyweight.
Both men pinned their
opponents to bring the score to
37 ·3. Van Meveren pinned his
man after building up a 5·0 lead,
while Sanchez came from behind
to pin his opponent.
Next week the Lobos travel to
Laramie, Wyo. to take on the
University of Wyoming.

1)

PERSONALS

5)

FORSALE

1!1G:l RENAULT Cara,·elle. Good condition.

CANNED HEAT is coming! On the same
Call 242 .. 6576. 12 "14
l>rogram CROW. Both at Albuquorque
Civic J nnuary 16~ Tieh.cts S4 in ndvnncP~
YA~iAHA 305;-~-cc-e-nt_c_n_g7
in_e_o-,·~er-:h-a"'uJ:-,::R-:-:id~
Sii at door. A.;ailable at Heidling's J\!i·
it to appreciate. 268·140~. 12/lG
raadi. Camb Musir. Beau Briteh('~.
Christy Records. 12/18
•
BLUE JEAN BELLBOTTO!IIS. We've got
them now: Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Ccn·
ORTHODOX Baha'i Firesides. Monday
rnl S.l~. 12/15
ni~rhts, 8:15, 521 S1>ruce SE, Apt. alii.
Call 242·1~3~ for information. 12/14
Jo'IHE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar. Buy it
from a student. Call 242-8170. or ~77W ANTim! Graduate woman to share 35320, evenings. 12/18
bedrootn house with graduate womnn,
s e co n d semester. $GO/month l']us
TWO NEW PICKETT electronic slide ruleG.
1/3 of utilitica, own food. No pets. Call
$19,95 each. 299 2636. 12/14 ·:--:-:--:268-2571. 12/16
NEED BREAD. 350 BSA. Priced to sell.
CHRISTMAS PARTY, Thursday 12/17.
$160.00. 898-0755 or 268-~871. 12/14
R:OO. BYOB"-'~Sus:,r and !<.,awn's ••house-."
•
1969
HONDA 3GO street bike. Very good
12/16
condition. $476.00. 2~9-9079. 12/16
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
MINI WASHING machine. Agitates small
in by a p.m. to run the following duy.
loads. Plugs into wall. $20. FREE--female
puppies. Give her one for Christmas. R772)
LOST & FOUND
27tn.
l:,osT ;-SMALL BL::--A:-C::.,K::--~cr-:-in~k-:-le--;1-:ea-:t:-he-r
Jo'!VJo} 197i COMPONENT SETS, 150 watt<
JJUtsc. KeetJ :monl'~t but wnllct, IDfs and
with professional series. Garrard chnngPr
k~y esscntinl to owner. Hcturn to Ho·
with cueing device nnd antiskate control.
kona Desk. 12/17
Tw('lvo sneak<"r air ~usppnsion sYstem.
STOLEN W ALO:Lc::Ec::T:-&::--·-::I.c::Dcc.'c-"·-:Nc::o-qu-e-s-:ti:-on-s-.
AM/I"M multiplex radio with scr~tch and
Mkhnel Chase, 716 Gold S.E. or bring to
rumble filters. United l"rebrht Sai.,S, 3920
Lobo office. 12/16
Snn Mateo NE. 9·9 Mon.·Snt. Until ii on
Sunday. 12/10
OAR KEY ON RING behind Hokona Hall.
Room 205, Journalism. 12/15
SLIGHTLY SCRATCHED 1971 Zigzn<:
Sewing MtLchinc to be sold on firSt come.
LOST: BLACK PUPPY with white chest
first served basis. $34.00 each. UNITED
nnd front paws. Reward I 540 Mulberry
I•'REIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
SE. 12/14
9-9 Mon.·Snt. Until G on Sunday. 12/111
3)
SFJRVICES
HE THE HI1' of your Christmas parties
with funky hand-made threads from
TYPING : TERM papers, theses, etc. Mrs.
India. Dresses $10 up. Limited supph'.
Kinkade 898-3400. 12/18
Call Rnm, 266·2785. 12/14
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP will be
20 FOOT TIP! LINER, ozon, Waterproof,
open Mon. 12/14 10:30-!i:30 and the rest
flameproof. New $175.00, 243-4765. 12/9·
of the week 9:30-5.30. 243-0003. 12/16
12/15
TYPING SERVICE IBM Electric. Reason•
DALMATION PUPPIES: will hold till
able Rates. 9809 Salem NE. 296·834~.
Christmas. 636-2975, llosoue Fanns. 12/14
12/17
FOR SALE OR TRADE--19GB Jaguar 3.4.
Needs some repair. 265-3955, 12/14
4)
FORRENT
p~;ACE
SYMBOL. Front LieC'llco Plate.
TRADE NICE $60 apt. for nicer apt. or
Spread the good word. $1.75 each. lOt;
house. 242·3096. Both nenr UNM. 12/11
discount on 50 or more. Geort:re C._ Kim·
bnll at Nnsh Magnetic Sign Co. 311 A
5)
FORSALE
Washington Sl.'J. 12/18
1n62 GMC ont! ton van, grcnt for c:nmper.
6)
BlUPLOYIIIENT
Priced for lmtrtcdinte snle. Meehanicnlly
sound. 266-2301. 12/17
Jo;ARN GOOD l\IONI•;Y by helping to ro·
AMPEX R5 PLAYER/RECORDER 4·tritek,
open a hlacl< ~hctto youth ('C'ntcr. Lom~
f;tcrr-omicrot>hones nnd patch ('OTd with
hair ok. 268-2396. 12!17
two 5/5 walnut rased speakers also Pnn·
-asonic Auto Tumtnhle. $180.00 or host
Wanted--modol for photO>ll'rtPhor. Submit
otTer, 265·2304. 12/12
n photo if possible nnd >•oply to Bob Mar•
tin, 212 Snn Andres NW. 12/14
usrm TV's. SO.DG. Colo•· and Black !Whit<•.
All t•cpnh• guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.
NJ•;ED ANOTHgR HASHJ.;H. Call Eddie
Sims 243·0066. 12/14
2/17
~·~---
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manifested in such things as the
Pilgrims, Thanksgiving, Manifest
Destiny, White Man's burden and the
Good Old College Try, I must face
the bitter reality that my people and
I temporarily find ourselves under
the domain of that political entity
known as the United States of
(north) America.
"Ever since 1848, when Gen.
Stephen Kearny brought the good
ole Stars and Stripes to our capitol,
Santa Fe, we have been considered
citizens, albeit usually of inferior
Lawrence A. Chav~z, a UNM status, of the U.S. (N).A. It is bad
senior, received the following letter enough that we have lost much at
from Harvard University:
the hands of the gringo in terms of
land, culture, language and dignity;
"Dear Mr. Chavez::
Thank you for your letter dated
Nov. 4, 1970, requesting information
to attend graduate school. Herewith
we are enclosing a copy of our
catalog from the Division of Medical
Science.
"You will note that this division is
concerned only with granting the
Ph.D. degree. If you are interested in
obtaining an M.D. degree, you must
apply to Harvard Medical School,
which is at the same address.
"As you probably know, the
course of study leading to a Ph.D.
degree is a long one, averaging four
to five years. Financial support for
this long period is not easy to obtain,
especially for foreign students. If
(sic) might be well for you to apply
to a foundation in your own
country, a U.S. government agency,
or the Institute of International
Education.
"If we can assist you further,
please do not hesitate to let us
know."
(Signed) Sincerely yours, Michael
Young, Acting chairman, division of
Medical Sciences."
Chavez then sent the following
letter to Harvard University:
Dear Mr. Young:
"!J'his is in response to your barely
By WAYNE J. THORBURN
literate letter of Nov. 16, of which I
YAF-FCNS
have enclosed a Xerox copy for your
At the University of Washington
edification. It is annotated
in Seattle, second-year law student
appropriately, I believe.
Karny
Hammer has begun a petition
"My ancestors first came to what
to
make student activity fees
drive
is now New Mexico in 1598. I
voluntary
on his campus. Hammer
believe this is a few years before the
much-vaunted Pilgrims set foot on has stated that less than 10 percent
those eastern shores near where you of the total student body has ever
voted for student government
are located.
officers. "That means," Hammer
"I am of poor and humble, but observed, "that the majority of
proud stock, and it is this pride in students who are paying the $3.50
my heritage that motivates me to compulsory fees are giving money to
respond to your suggestion that I an organization which they have no
apply to a foundation of my 'own interest in. And if they don't want to
country' for financial assistance.
take part in ASUW then why should
they
have to pay $3.50?"
"Although I must admit it is
Hammer's question is being posed
sometimes difficult for me to relate
on
more campuses today than ever
to the American heritage as
before. And, at most campuses, the
required fees are more in ,the
neighborhood of $25 and $30 per
year. Students across the nation are
beginning to assert their belief in the
principle of voluntarism and
question why a small minority of
their fellow students should have the
The Lobo welcomes letters to
right to determine where the
the editor. All letters must be no
majority's money is being spent.
longer than 250 words,
At the universities of Missouri,
typewritten and double spaced.
Nebraska
and Maryland, Iowa State,
Sender's name, address and
Indiana University- Bloomington,
telephone number must be
Towson State, Harper College and
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
the University of New Hampshire,
publication. Names will not be
major challenges to the present
withheld upon request. If a letter
mandatory student fee sytem have
is from a group, please include a
already been launched. At numerous
name, telephone number and
other campuses, action is being
address of a group member. The
considered on various fronts. In
letter will carry that name, plus
October, New York's Temporary
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
State Commission to Study the
as space and the number of
Causes of Campus Unrest passed a
letters received allows.
resolution
calling for the abolition of
The Lobo also welcomes
the controversial mandatory student
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
activity
fees at state university
signed guest editorials which do
campuses. The Commission
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
maintains requiring students to pay
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
the fees "is an irritant and
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
underlying contributory cause to
but may be ctft due to space
campus
unrest." Moreover, "it is
limitatious.
reported that student funds have
I

now you add insult to il}jury and
deny us that last .v~stige . of our
Americanism -our citizenship.
"It is sad to think that the UNM
has often in the past described itself
as the 'Harvard of the Southwest.' If
your letter is indicative of . ~he
quality of intellectual activity
emanating from your august
institution, then I feel our esteem for
you has been illplaced.

Bema

Right On

Lobo
Letter
Policy

"We have a saying in Spanish" el tuerto en Ia tierra de los ciegos es
rey" - a one-eyed person in the l~nd
of the blind is emperor. We blmd
ones are awakening to the fact that
the emperor truly wears no clothes.
Cornucopia

"Alas, we are saddened to see our
gods with clay feet, but then we
must console ourselves that nations
(and universities) come and go, but
that we Chicanos will endure in spite
of your recognition (or lack of it) of
us.
"Perhaps Harvard can convince
the U.S. government to give
occupied Mexico back to the savage
Indians and priest-ridden Mexicans. I
for one would be very grateful and
perhaps we could even institute a
scholarship fund for foreign students
from Boston, Massachusetts. Until
that happy day, I remain,
(Signed), "Yours in brotherhood,
Lawrence A. Chavez."

NEV\1
IVIEXICO
Nixon Replies to Unrest Commission Report
*
*
*
Scranton Says President

WASHINGTON (UPI)-While they are agreed that government contributes to tensions that
cause student disorders, President Nixon and his Commission on Campus Unrest are deeply
divided over what a president can and should do to ease them.
In a weekend reply to the commission's final report 11 weeks ago, N~on rejected. the
panel's emphatic contention only the president can supply the moral leadersh1p to reconcile a
CHICAGO' (UPI) - Former Pennsylvania Gov. William divided nation.
Scranton, chairman of the President's Commission on
"Moral authority in a great and diverse nation such as ours does not reside in the
Campus Unrest, said Monday President Nixon was essentially presidency alone," he said in a letter to former Gov. William W. Scranton of Peimsylvania, the
complimentary toward the commission report.
commission chairman.
Scranton commented on a letter to him from the President
which rejected the commission's contention that only the
Rather, Nixon wrote, the
public takes its guidance from
President can supply the moral leadership needed to heal the
multiple sources- teachers,
divisions troubling the country.
public officials, clergy, scholars
"Although some phrases in the letter seem to read
and writers.
negatively or critically in tone, yet their meaning agrees with
But government can heal
the report in substance," Scranton said.
divisions, he said, by dealing with
"I think we've all got a stake in this ... it's important for
problems that cause frictions.
!·:
all Americans to do the best they can," Scranton said at a
Nixon said his administration had
strived to do this in regard to
news conference in Chicago where he is attending the annual
youth, and he ticked off as
meeting of the National Association of Insurance
examples his programs to end the
Commissioners.
'
Vietnam War, poverty and the
fi_
"The President's comments are in complimentary
draft, to eliminate racial
discrimination, and to help
agreement with the reports as to the condemnation of
.•' disadvantaged
young people get
violence, our recommendations to the colleges and
" ''
advanced
education.
universities, our concern for the needs of black students and
"But no minority, no matter
black colleges, that the responsibility for maintaining order
how
united, how vocal, or how
on the campus is not government's alone, and our opposition
'
I'"
articulate, has veto power over a
"
,; ·~~~ l"~r ~- >·.
to politicizing universities," Scranton said.
president's decision to do what he
- -,,_-~~~~- ~:;:·'!"
He said several things led him to believe the Nixon
believes is right in the nation's
interest," he said.
administration was using the commission recommendations,
issued 11 weeks ago.
Nixon said that although his
He listed the October peace initiative; Nixon's trips to
office possesses "immense moral
authority" which he had tried to
college campuses, especially Ohio State; Defense Secretary
'
use, there were built-in divisions
MPlvin Laird's plan to revamp the National Guard; HEW
in a nation so diverse and some
Seeretary Maurice Richardon's plan to write some
dissent would bt> inevitable
commission proposals into procedures; and Nixon's
regardless of a president's efforts.
indication lw would :;p(•k lwttPr dialog with siud<>nts.
The seven and ont>·half page
Scranton d(•ft>nd(•d Nixon's failurl' to <'mtmwnt on the
. (}
letter, mode1·ate in tone,
; i -~ :
Kt>nt Statt> and Ja<:l<son Sl-ate killings lwcau:se of pending
condemned - as the commission
!
.
did
- violence in any form, and
criminal actions.
'
expressed
agreement with the
'
S<·ranton said he appreeiatt>d Nixon's responst> to till'
panel's
conclusion
that
.\i:...__ - - - report. ''I bPiiev<• this is at least unusual and possibly uniqm•
government cannot and should
Spiro Agnew
in the annals of major presidential commissions over the past
not be responsible for maintaining
campus order.
Target
of the Report?
several years," he said.

'Compliments' Findings
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Princi1)le of Voluntarism

been diverted by methods and for
purposes which may be illegal, such
as the support of groups dedicated to
destruction, violence and anarchy on
the campuses of universities and
colleges of our state."
Central to the current drive to
abolish mandatory student fees is
dissatisfaction with the way in which
these fees are often spent: For
groups such as Students for a
Democratic Society, Youth Against
War and Fascism, racist campus
clubs, support of blatant political
activities, financing unrepresentative
speakers series and giving
monopolistic control over the mass
media on campus to publications
which do not represent (or even
report, in many cases) the views of
most students. Students are fed up
with seeing their money go to
support the Vietnam Moratorium
Committee, when they do not share
the views of such groups.
Moreover, there is a growing
awareness that the few who
determine where the mandatory
students fees will be spent are in fact
chosen, as at the University of
Washington, by a small minority of
the student body. On some
campuses, those who allocate
student fees are not even elected by
their fellow students.
Finally, there is support for the
principle of Voluntarism. More and
more students feel that any activities
on campus, other than those
educational aspects for which they
have paid through tuition, should be
supported voluntarily by students
who desire their presence on campus.
This is as true of the local YAF or
SDS chapter us it is of the chess club,
debate team, and concert series.
Once off campus, students can
voluntarily choose to spend their
money for the New York Giants or
the New York Philharmonic:, the
New York 'rimes or the New York
Daily News. Why should they

relinquish this choice of spending
power while on their own campus?
Voluntarism is the principle by
which each individual chooses how
his own resources will be allocated.
Many students are becoming aware
of the fact that this right has been
taken from them on their own
college campuses. And they are
prepared to do something to get it
back.
,.
Numerous different tactics are
being employed in the campaign
against mandatory student fees
including campus referendums, state
legislative activity, legal suits over
the use of fees for political purposes,
distribution of educational materials
on the issue, testimony before
boards of regents, and state
legislatures and the withholding of
student fee payments. Important
legal suits have been filed at both
Harper College in New York and the
University of New Hampshire on the
mandatory nature of student activity
fees, but the verdict is not yet in on
either case.
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Seattle 7 Minus 1 Cited for Contempt
TACOMA, Wash. (UPI) Screaming kicking defendants
and attor~cys brawled with
federal marshalls in the courtroom
Monday in the Seattle conspiracy
ChSP..

U.S. District Judge George H.
Boldt sentenced six defendants to
six months each in prison for
contempt of court, and said they
would face additional contempt
sentences later.

Boldt said the sentences were
for last Thursday's actions, when
he abruptly called a mistrial in the
case and cited six male defendants
for contempt.
He said he would impose
addi tiona! sentences for the
Monday fracas, in which a score
of U.S. marshals dragged the
defendants and some of their
attorneys off to jail and ejected
screaming, struggling spectators
from the courtroom.

After order was restored, Boldt
had the six defendants brought in
handcuffs before him.

"If there was any doubt
before " he said. "It is clear
now .. '. that a reasoned trial
proceedings cannot proceed."

Before Boldt ruled last
Thursday they had prejudiced
their own case and ordered a
mistrial, they had been on trial on
charges of conspiring to damage
the Seattle federal building in a
Feb. 17 riot.

The defendants are
"Chip" Marshall III,
Dowd, Joseph Kelly,
Abeles, Roger Lippman,
Lerner and Susan Stern.

Boldt said Ms. Stern,who was
not cited Thursday but was
Monday, would be included in the
later sentencings, but Lerner
would not be.

Charles
Jeffery
Michael
Michael

Student~ and law enforcement
officers alike must act resportsibly
to avoid violence, Nixon said.

"A human life- the life of a
student, soldier, or police
officer- is a precious thing, and
the laking of a life can be justified
only as a necessary and last
resort."
"Responsibility for maintaining
a peaceful and open climate for
learning in an academic
community does not rest with the
Federal government-it rests
squarely with the members of that
academic community," he said.

Safety Glasses May be Required
Must be Worn in Shop, Lab Classes

Leading the campaign on many
campuses is Young Americans for
Freedom, the conservative student
organization with 535 chapters
across the nation. Further
information on the current battle
against student fees can be obtained
from their national office at 1221
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
Meanwhile, K:arny Hammer
continues to get signatures on his
petition at the University of
Washington. Don't be too surprised
if a student on yom· campus
approaches you to support the
abolition of mandatory student fees.
Be prepan~d to work with him, or
toll him why you should be forced Lo
support organizations and aetivities
in which you have no interest or
actually oppose.

.
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Safety Glasses

Tuesday, December 15, 1970

UNM studcn't Anita 'Hall
ill ustt:atcs the; ·need for safety
glasses. in prcsci'iption form.·
People' 'working in sbops are
deemed those most in need of
;pecial safety glasses as explosions
and other shop accidents have
caused loss of sight.

A new law is expected to pass
the Legislature this year requiring
the weal'ing of safety glasses by
students working in shop classes,
I a boratories and situations
endangedng the eye sight.
Walt.et' B. Lewis, UNM safety
com·dinator and past president of
the American Society of Safety
Engineers, predicted New Mexico
might become the 23rd state to
pass such a law.
"We expect to be able to get
the bill passed through the NM
Legislature this coming session,"
Lewis said. '"We tried to get it
passed two years ago, but the
legislators felt not satisfactory
·standards for the safety glasses
were given."
The standards tht> legislators
rcfel'l'ed to apply to the
manufacturing and selling of the
safety glasses.
,
"They (legislators) felt tnat
anybody could sell glasses, stating
they were safety glasses, when it1
faci they arc not," said Lewis.
Lewis cited motot·cycle helmet
lens, which are supposed to have

safety restrictions as an example
of the need fol' th~ standards.
"Anybody can go down to a
local store and buy a helmet for
$14 to $16 that states the lens are
safety, but the lens aren't tested
Class Z-190 which is the
government 'safety startdard,"
Lewis stated.
"We've got a committee
working on the standards," said
Lewis. "They've written other
states that have the safety glasses
law and we feel with this
information and our own, we
should be able to get the bill
passed."
Several of the legislators have
been contacted concerning the
bill." "They seemed to be for the
Jaw " said Lewis. "I talked with
Bru'ce King (Governor-elect) and
he said that he would do all he
could."
"W c have repot'ts whet'e a
studertt working in a Jab with
chemicals has had an explosion
with loss of his eyesight." said
Lewis "Perhaps if he had been
.
' glasses, the
wearing
safety

eyesight might ha vc been saved.
All that education in. chemistry is
pretty .much .usel~~s If the student
loses h1s eyesight.
Lewis added, if the bill is
passed, ','t~e cost of the
non·prescnpt10n safety glasses
would .be .approximately $5 and
prescnptwn safety. glasses at
approximately $12 to $14.
Safety glasses are now offered
to University students, faculty
and staff by Lewis's office at a
teducc~d rate.
"We can get the glasses directly
from the manufacturer, for the
students, a lot cheaper than they
can get them downtOWI1," said
Lewis.
The office has three or four
stylc>s to offer the studertts. "Most
students \\:'ant the wire frame
glasses and we have only one style
for them to choose," stated
Lewis.
If a student wants pr~sc~·iption
safety glasses, the prescnptwn for
the student must be provided to
the office, "we don't fit or
I
" sm'd L cwis.
'
prescl'l'b e the gasses,

